
“my husband Was at Work in a steel

mill, on a bobcat Pushing hot slag.

hot met cold and molten slag 

eXPloded all over his body. the

steel melted the saFety belt on the

bobcat, [so] he couldn’t Free him-

selF. he Was Wearing the normal

steel mill greens, but he had Worn

his carbonX underWear that night

due to the cold evening. the greens

he Was Wearing burnt oFF oF him 

almost comPletely. the carbonX

hood and underWear he had on

saved his liFe.”

—WiFe oF steel mill accident victim

the Carbonx ULtIMate baseLayer—the onLy ChoICe

when safety Matters Most

Flame-resistant (Fr) undergarments play an 

essential role in protecting wearers against serious

burn injuries and more common nuisance burns. 

in dangerous situations, having this base layer of

defense close to the skin may buy the wearer 

critical time to escape without severe injuries and

could mean the difference between life and death. 

constructed using advanced patented technology,

the carbonX® ultimatetm baselayer provides the 

highest level of protection for professionals working

in extreme conditions when safety matters most. 

it is made from our dJ-77 black fabric, a double

jersey interlock knit comprised of a proprietary

blend of high-performance fibers. 

inherently flame resistant, our ultimate base-

layer delivers:

Unmatched Protection: Will not burn, melt, or

ignite, and significantly outperforms other Fr

options when subjected to direct flame, 

extreme heat, molten metal, hot/flammable

liquids, or arc flash. even after intense exposure,

our baselayer maintains its strength and integrity and

continues to protect. it also limits heat transfer much

more effectively than other Fr apparel of similar

weight. 

Comfortable Protection: our ultimate baselayer 

is lightweight, soft-to-the-touch, flexible, and odor

resistant. it also breathes extremely well, wicks away

moisture, and dries quickly, enhancing the wearer’s

comfort and productivity.

Permanent Protection: because our ultimate baselayer

is inherently flame resistant, laundering does not impact

its protective properties. the thermal protection will not

wash out or wear away. it can be worn daily as part of a

total personal protective equipment (PPe) solution, pro-

viding significant value to users.

CarbonX Ultimate Baselayer

solutions include: hoods,

long- and short-sleeve tops,

long-sleeve hooded tops, 

removable sleeves, full-length

and boxer-length bottoms,

gloves, and socks.
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thermal Protection PerFormance (tPP)

reduce burn inJuries by as

much as 75%

Testing on thermal manikins shows

that wearing the CarbonX Ultimate

Baselayer with Nomex or Indura cov-

eralls reduces burn injuries by 75%.

W/t-shirt & 

brieF

W/carbonX 

long underWear

astm F1506: standard performance specification for Fr textiles in apparel worn by electrical workers exposed to

momentary electric arc and related thermal hazards.

nFPa 1971 (2007): standard on protective ensembles for structural fire fighting and proximity fire fighting.

nFPa 1975 (2009): standard on station/work uniforms for emergency services.

nFPa 1977 (2005): standard on protective clothing and equipment for wildland fire fighting.

nFPa 2112 (2007): standard on Fr garments for protection of industrial personnel against flash fire.

thermal Protection Performance (tPP): the tPP score is simply two-times the number of seconds it takes for a

second-degree burn to occur when exposed to a 2.0 cal/cm2 flame. the higher the tPP rating, the higher the

level of protection.

atPv: atPv is defined in the astm F1959-99 standard arc test method for Fr fabrics as the incident energy that

would cause the onset of a second-degree burn (1.2 cal/cm2). 

Carbonx ULtIMate base Layer 

fabrIC ProPertIes

total Weight (oz/yd2) 8.0 oz

nFPa 70e hazard risk category 2

Carbonx dJ-77 none/0 seconds

astm F1506 2 seconds or less

nFPa 1971 (2007) 2 seconds or less

nFPa 1975 (2009) 2 seconds or less

nFPa 1977 (2005) 2 seconds or less

nFPa 2112 (2007) 2 seconds or less

aFter Flame

Carbonx dJ-77 10.16 mm (0.40”)

astm F1506 6”or less

nFPa 1975 (2009) 6”or less

nFPa 1977 (2005) 4”or less

nFPa 2112 (2007) 4”or less

char length

Carbonx dJ-77 13.0

astm F1506 3.0 (spaced tPP of 6.0)

atPv

Carbonx dJ-77 12.3

nFPa 70e hrc 2 8.0

for More InforMatIon aboUt Carbonx fabrICs and 

aPPareL,  CaLL 801-415-0025 or vIsIt www.Carbonx.CoM.

4.5 oz.

nomeX

iiia®

7 oz.

indura

ultra

soFt®

42
38

12.75
9.25

Predicted body burn (%) at three-

second Flash Fire eXPosure

deMonstrabLy sUPerIor

carbonX fabrics and apparel deliver better ounce-for-ounce protection against direct

flame, molten metal, hot/flammable liquids, arc flash, and extreme heat than competi-

tive products. every day, professionals and enthusiasts who work and play in some of

the world’s most hazardous environments rely on carbonX to provide them with the 

protection they deserve.  

carbonX partners with leading safety manufacturers and distributors worldwide to deliver

customized Fr solutions. available in knits, wovens, and nonwovens, carbonX fabrics are

found in a wide variety of protective applications, including: racing suits, baselayer 

garments, helmet liners, and driving gloves for motorsports; turnout gear, station wear,

and balaclavas for firefighters; and jackets, coveralls, pants, shirts, and socks for 

industrial and utility workers.

While competitors work to ensure their products meet industry standards, our goal is to

exceed those standards and go above the norm in providing a persistent thermal barrier

with minimal heat conductivity. carbonX fabrics and apparel offer protection far beyond

the industry’s “no melt, no drip” requirements, which typically only require that 

protective fabrics not contribute to burns in a thermal exposure (as opposed to actually

protecting the wearer from a thermal event).


